Suffolk University Poll Shows Sanders Closing Gap on Clinton in New Hampshire
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... of EPZs dead culprit pointing out she still favor the Suffolk University poll shows Clinton with the support of 41 % of granite state Democrat of Vermont Sen Bernie Sanders is not far behind at 31 research server pollster David Paoli loggers says several ...
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... the democratic side for months ended Bernie Sanders makes headway among New Hampshire voters a Suffolk University poll finds imposing Hillary Clinton's lead to 10 points falling one % to 31 % WBZ political analyst John Kelly says granted stay indoors the pew are looking for ...
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... but Tiger than we anticipated bailout two straight days there are two different polls including the highly reliable Suffolk University poll I showed that Bernice injuries is only about 10 points behind whole week when our Amman knew him Sure democratic primary voters ...
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Director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center, David Paleologos (@davidpaleologos), talks about his recent Suffolk University poll. The poll shows Hillary Clinton with 41 percent of the vote, and Sanders at 31 percent.
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... presidential nomination check out these numbers from suffolk university forty one percent of likely democratic primary voters hearing after saying they'll support the week when the center ...
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... movement in new hampshire according to a new suffolk university poll released today. it shows bernie sanders only 10 points behind hillary clinton with hillary clinton at 41 and bernie sanders at 31. ...
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... movement on the other side of the aisle. the suffolk university survey shows hillary clinton's lead is shrinking in new hampshire. she now holds a 10-point lead over fellow democrat bernie ...
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... this is when will we see embers falling one of 31 % in a statement Suffolk University political Research Center David Paul Goss said don't underestimate the power of the progressive don't know what it is a wide for reaching any ...
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... nascar bernie sanders is moving closer to hillary clinton in a poll by suffolk university. sanders was the choice of 31% of likely primary voters in new hampshire compared to hillary clinton's 41%, o'malley got just ...
... poll shows movement on the other side of the aisle. The Suffolk University survey shows Hillary Clinton's lead is shrinking in New Hampshire. She now holds a 10 point lead over fellow Democrat Bernie...

... Hampshire. The latest from Suffolk University which gives Clinton a 10 point lead over Sanders among democrats. There is a clear gender gap, however, with Sanders trailing...

... surging closer to Hillary Clinton in a poll published on Tuesday by Suffolk University. Sanders was the choice of 31% of likely primary voters in New Hampshire, compared to Clinton's 41%...

... but a new Suffolk University poll indicates her challengers are picking up steam. ...

... a new poll shows Hillary Clinton is in a race course of many political analysts predicted a Suffolk University poll democratic primary voters in New Hampshire fines Clinton we're fully one % of the vote and Vermont Sen Bernie Sanders with 31 %...
... senator surging in New Hampshire. The latest on Suffolk University which gives Clinton just a ten-point lead over Sanders among Democrats. There is a clear gender gap, ...

... quite enough billion for an easy time in the New Hampshire primary. Suffolk University’s hold more likely Democratic voters shows for March delivery centers as 31% support right now the plans are falling one percentage point within 12 points ...

... have as easy time as unexpected winning Democratic presidential nomination making way through New Hampshire's Suffolk University poll. Democratic primary voters are funny when with 41% of all but Vermont's the liberal dissenters as 31% now morning council polls shows when leading centers by ...

... Hampshire. The latest from Suffolk University, which gives Clinton a 10-point lead over Sanders among Democrats. There's a clear gender gap with Sanders trailing Clinton by ...

... looks like Sanders is getting some ground. Suffolk University, a poll. Hillary, 41%, Sanders 31%. There is a gap but Sanders is picking up points here. >> He is on more liberal wing of ...
A new poll suggests that New Hampshire’s 2016 Democratic primary may be up for grabs. According to a survey released Tuesday by Suffolk University, 41% of likely Democratic primary voters said if the Granite State presidential primary was held today, they’d vote for Hillary Clinton, with 31% saying they’d back Sen. Bernie Sanders of Vermont.